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Voltage rise issue at LV network
Large amount of solar PV is being installed at LV grid

The voltage at the LV feeder may experience voltage rise given 

the PV power injection, due to the low X/R ratio of LV feeders

The problem has been experienced by local distribution gird 

operators in Denmark.

Illustration of voltage rise at the end of LV feeder [1].

[1]. M. Juamperez, GY Yang, SK Bækhøj, “Voltage regulation in LV grids via coordinated volt-var 

control strategies”, accepted by Journal of Modern Power System and Clean Energy, to be appear.



Voltage characteristics at LV grids
 The relative high resistance of the residential LV grids makes 

the voltage characteristics different than HV grids. 

 Characterisation of X/R ratio will be useful in distribution 
grids, however challenging.
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Comparing P, Q regulation
 The effectiveness is dependent upon X/R ratio [2].

[2]. F. Marra, G. Y. Yang, et. al, “Improvement of local voltage in feeders with Photovoltaic using 
electric vehicles”, IEEE Transaction on Power Systems, vol. 28, no. 3, pages: 3515-3516, Aug. 2013.
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 PVNET.dk (https://sites.google.com/site/pvnetdk/)

 Schedule optimisation

 Prototyping distribution system

 Voltage rise issue modelling and solution, P/Q methods

 Virtual power plant operation

 Laboratory platform development
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Background project

 Voltage rise issue modelling and solution, P/Q methods

 Virtual power plant operation

https://sites.google.com/site/pvnetdk/


X/R characterisation
 Main challenges 

 Impractical by measurements

 Limited LV network models

 Z-bus matrix method
 60/10 kV network, including 10/0.4 kV transformers;

 A typical LV grid is ”plugged” into different 10/0.4 kV transformer

 Thevenin impedance at each literal of the LV network is calculated

Assumption: LV network in the system are designed in similar manner

 Statistical analysis is then applied

No. of 
buses

Wiring 
length

No of 
Txfms

60 kV 18 131 km 23 

10 kV 1826 881 km 957

0.4 kV N/A 1887 km -



Analysis results

Given the limited data, an educated 
guess of the average X/R ratio would be 
within (0, 4], in such range both active 
and reactive power regulation can be 
both effective on voltage control.



Inverter reactive power functions
 Inverter reactive functions

 Q, PF, Q(U), PF(P)

 Objectives of coordination
 Lowest voltage fluctuation

 Power losses

 Constraints
 Network, inverter power limits
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Penetration is defined as



Simulation results – voltages [1]

PF(P) method without optimisation

Q(U) method without optimisation

PF(P) method with optimisation

Q(U) method without optimisation



Simulation results – losses [1]

With using tap changer 

at LV transformer

Without using tap changer 

at LV transformer



Laboratory implementation
 NI CompactRio System

 Real time measure and monitor the inverter outputs

 Read and write to inverter control parameters



Real world implementation
 An controller is programmed to read inverter measurements and 

write control parameters to inverters locally and be able to 

communicate to an outside server

 3 phase voltage, current and power factor monitoring;

 Frequency monitoring

 P setpoint

 Q setpoint, Q(U)

 PF setpoint PF(P)

 A LV feeder in bornholm with highest penetration level is selected as 

demonstration site for coordinated voltage control;

 Transformer capacity 100 kVA, installed PV peak power 40.2 kW, total 7 

installations, all 3-phase inverters;

 Algorithm is hosted at server side;



Future work

More monitoring data should be collected from the 
grid using the developed hardware platform;

Further analysis required to evaluate and improve 
the effectiveness of algorithm;

Generalise the results to aid the grid operation and 
planning;



Thank you for your 
attention!


